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Department Migrates to Office 365 Email

By Warren Werner

The department email migration to Outlook began Wednesday morning. You will receive an email saying that you have been activated. Included will be instructions about how to get to the web client, which you will use until I verify you have Outlook 2010 installed. Once the migration process starts, leave your computer on overnight with Outlook running to help speed the process.

You will still be able to send email from Lotus Notes, but once you receive the activation email, all new email you receive will be in Outlook. Please note that your Outlook log-in ID and password are the same as your computer log-in and password with the addition of @unl.edu after the ID.

If you have questions, contact Warren Werner, wwerner2@unl.edu, or 402-890-5648.
Department Professors are Promoted

Congratulations to Brian Wienhold, USDA, who was promoted to Adjunct Full Professor on Tuesday, April 17, at a Promotion and Tenure reception at the International Quilt Study Center and Museum. Dr. Wienhold was unintentionally left out of the newsletter’s promotion announcement in the last issue. He joined three other Department of Agronomy and Horticulture professors who were also promoted. They were Stacy Adams and David Lambe who were both promoted to Associate Professor of Practice, and Gary Varvel (USDA) who was promoted to Adjunct Full Professor. Congratulations to all!

News from the HAPPI Business Center

Department is Pilot Shoppers Group for eShop

eShop is the new electronic web-based procurement system the University of Nebraska has instituted. The HAPPI Business Center has selected a pilot group of shoppers for each department and will roll out the system to the rest of the department in the coming weeks. As is the case with any new system, there will be a learning curve. We are available to answer any questions and make this a smooth transition. If you would like to get on the list for being a shopper or have staff you would eventually like to be shoppers, please contact HAPPI.

Contact HAPPI Regarding Graduate Teaching Assistants

After identifying a Graduate Teaching Assistant (partial GTA) for a course, please remember to contact Mary Jo Haverkamp or John Dillingham to let them know which student is working for you. This assures that the GTA gets into the university’s payroll and benefit system.

Information For and About Grad. Students

Yuan Wins Mohr Fellowship

Lingling Yuan, advised by Dr. David Holding, was awarded the Milton E. Mohr 2012–2013 Fellowship from the Center for Biotechnology. The Milton E. Mohr Awards Program recognizes outstanding students in the sciences of biotechnology and engineering based on their academic performance and potential for accomplishments in their specific field. Congratulations!